EVENING SHADOWS
When the evening shadows gather round Old Alpha Sigma Phi,
We shall still a jolly band be found, Neath the spell of mem’ry’s tie.
And we’ll laugh and sing from hearts that beat
with the seal of friendship fine,
For whene’er Alpha Sig men meet
‘Tis a fellowship divine
What matter then if the wind may blow,
Or the wintry frost be chill?
We shall sit within by the warmest glow
Of the fires our fancies fill.
And the spirit of Alpha Sigma Phi
Will bless her sons so true,
And give to them of the hearty cheer
That freshens the soul a new
Hail, Alpha Sigma Phi, Alpha Sigma Phi
Hail, Alpha Sigma Phi, Alpha Sigma Phi
Love give we ever, To old Alpha Sigma Phi,
Love give we ever, To old Alpha Sigma Phi,

HURRAH!
Hurrah, Hurrah,
A happy bunch are we
Faithful with sincerity
To our belov’d fraternity.
Hurrah, Hurrah
Let’s sing as we march along
Experience proves you can’t go wrong
If you join our happy throng.
Chorus:
Heave your sighs
Up to the skies
You’ll be a bigger and better man
In Alpha Sigma Phi.

FOR HE’S AN ALPHA SIG
For he’s an Alpha Sig,
He’s a man you ought be know.
For he’s an Alpha Sig,
He’s not too fast and not too slow,
He’s a gentleman and a scholar
With a heart beneath his vest;
He looks like all the others, but
He’s better than the rest
For he’s an Alpha Sig,
He’s a man you ought to,
A man you want to, a man
You’re sure to know!

ALPHA SIG SWEETHEART
The shadows of night softly fall,
And birds to their lusty mates call.
My thoughts are turning and my heart is yearning for the one who is sweetest of all.
Chorus: Alpha Sig sweetheart, so sweet, so divine, Alpha Sig sweetheart, I know that you’re mine. Alpha Sig sweetheart, so sweet and so dear, Alpha Sig sweetheart, you’ll always be near. With the pin that you wear, there’s a love that we share, A love that can never grow old. Alpha Sig sweetheart, so loyal and true, Alpha Sig sweetheart, you know I love you.

COME LET’S GATHER
Come, let’s gather once again
And sing a song with spirits bold and high;
From our lips the praises proudly ring
Of dear old Alpha Sigma Phi
We’ll pledge our hearts, our lives, our love
As in the happy days gone by;
Let the words that ever linger near,
Be the name of dear old Alpha Sigma Phi.

SONGS OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI
“Come let’s gather once again and sing a song with spirits bold and high …”
When there’s a gathering of Alpha Sigs, there’s almost sure to be singing. For Alpha Sigma Phi is a singing fraternity. And always has been. One of the very first publications of the Fraternity was a songbook.

Alpha Sigs have been composing songs since 1845, so today, the Fraternity’s musical heritage is a rich one indeed. Here are just a few of the very favorites. Join in, won’t you, “…as merrily we sing!”
SONS OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI

We’re a jolly bunch of Alpha Sigs and none of us gives a damn,
We eat and sleep and work and play and fuss when’er we can.
You’ll find us on the diamond, You’ll find us on the track, and we bust right into everything and at studies take a crack.

Oh, A stands for Alpha, the rest for Sigma Phi,
O, we’re the good old Alpha Sig boys of Alpha Sigma Phi.
When ‘er you see two jolly boys, true until they die,
that’s the fundamental principle of Alpha Sigma Phi.

O a Sig he died and went to heav’n and climb’d a fir’y hill,
And all his friends and brother Sigs were waiting for him there.
But when he reached the pearly gates he found he’d lost his cue,
“You may come right in,” St. Peter said, “We’re all good Sigs here too.”

Chorus:
O, we’re sons, we’re sons, we’re sons, we’re sons of Alpha Sigma Phi,
O, we’re sons, we’re sons, we’re sons, we’re sons of Alpha Sigma Phi.
And when our college days are o’er and into the world we hie,
O we’ll still be sons of sons of sons of Alpha Sigma Phi.

O a sig he died and went below and climb’d the fir’y hill,
He perched himself on a red hot coal and smok’d a lousy pill.
The eyes of Satan fill’d with glee “We’re glad to see you here,
So come down you son of a brother Sig and we’ll open a can of beer.”

Chorus

THE SWEETEST GIRL

The sweetest girl of all I know,
The girl that I adore,
Will always be the one in my heart,
The only girl for me.
She’s proud to wear the pin we share,
And though the years pass by,
I’ll never part, from that dear old sweetheart,
of Alpha Sigma Phi.

WAKE, FRESHMEN, WAKE

The stars brightly glancing,
Behold us advancing,
And kindly smile upon us from on high;
Our summons awaiting,
With hearts loudly beating,
The Freshmen trembling on their couches lie.
Chorus:
Wake! Wake! Freshmen Wake! Wake while our song smites the sky,
For now, ere we leave you,
We heartily give you,
A welcome into Alpha Sigma Phi.

THE TABLE’S SET

The table’s set, the feast is met, the hall is gay and merry.
Good fellows all are gathered here to drink a glass of sherry.
So grab a stein of beer or wine and join right in the swing;
Let glasses clink, and take a drink, as merrily we sing.
Chorus:
So drink, drink, drink to our Fraternity.
Drink, drink, drink, for she means so much to me.
Good fellowship is forming here, Oh may it never die;
So drink, drink, drink to Alpha Sigma Phi.

SWEETHEART SONG

Who says sweetheart to you,
Who calls you all his own?
Who stands lonesome and blue,
Talking of love to the moon up above?
Tell me, whose eyes, gazing in yours,
Make all your dreams come true?
Who has the right to kiss you goodnight?
Tell me, whose Alpha Sig Girl are you?

WITHIN THE MYSTIC CIRCLE

Joyously to thee we raise, Alpha Sigma Phi
Songs of loyalty and praise which shall never die.
Thou our inspiration art; Ne’er shall any heart
From thy Mystic Circle part, Alpha Sigma Phi.
Many are the friendships dear, made within thy halls.
Many mem’ries we revere Clust’ring round Thy walls.
Which, tho’ far from thee we be, Shall in loyalty Closer bind our hearts to thee, Alpha Sigma Phi.

LOYALTY SONG

Now everyone knows Alpha Sigma Phi,
That they are best just cannot be denied;
They have that style, that smile, that friendly way,
No matter where you’ll go, you’ll recognize them and you’ll say
Now they’re the “Greeks” I’d like to know;
They’ve got that Alpha Sig “Fight”, “Zip” and “Go”;
And just to see them smile is quite a treat, Can’t be beat, Alpha Sigma Phi!
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